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Abstract: Military commanders often use Open Source Intelligence (OSINT) to enhance their situational 

understanding and to support operational decision making. Recent advancements in technology have yielded an 

abundance of expansive open source data sets, increasing the need for analysts able to derive significant meaning from 

this information. Key to this is the ability to quickly retrieve OSINT and organize it to facilitate analysis and the 

derivation of significance from a variety of sources. This research focuses on providing Regional Commanders with a 

tool that does precisely that, resulting in the identification of critical topic-driven engagement networks within their area 

of operations. Using the Global Database of Events, Languages, and Themes (GDELT), we achieve this in two parts: 

1) identifying and mapping the myriad doctrine- and stakeholder-based information requirements to the nearly 400

GDELT themes using Domain Mapping Matrix methodology, and then 2) using the result ing mapped dataset to create

specific topic-based engagement and targeting networks for user-specified locations.  The result is an analytical tool

providing Commanders with critical information about these networks, what key persons comprise them, and who

they should engage in order to reinforce positive network elements while interdicting negative elements.
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1. Introduction

The Army’s contemporary operating environment (COE) has evolved considerably over the last 25 years. Both 

threats and missions have grown in complexity and asymmetry , which is further complicated by the exponential 

growth in the amount of information available to analysts to support a commander’s decision making process.  In 

addition to the typical warfighting responsibilities they face (e.g., attack and defend), the modern COE often requires 

commanders to assume responsibility for capacity-building in the areas of economic development, governance, rule of 

law, and host nation security capabilities. In response to this increasing complexity, the Department of Defense 

provides commanders with numerous sources of joint doctrine which outline how they sh ould approach these complex 

lines of effort.  This necessitates that commanders develop a high degree of situational understanding prior to arriving in 

their area of operations. As an acknowledgement of that need, the Department of the Army has listed amongst its war 

fighting challenges a need to “develop and sustain a high degree of situational understanding while operating in 

complex environments against determined, adaptive enemy organizations.”  (Command, n.d.)  This work follows the 

four-phased process shown in Figure 1.   

Figure 1: Flow of 4-phase overarching methodology. 
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